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Abstract—Learning accurate dynamics models is necessary
for optimal, compliant control of robotic systems. Current
approaches to white-box modeling using analytic parameter-
izations, or black-box modeling using neural networks, can
suffer from high bias or high variance. We address the need
for a flexible, gray-box model of mechanical systems that can
seamlessly incorporate prior knowledge where it is available,
and train expressive function approximators where it is not.
We propose to parameterize a mechanical system using neural
networks to model its Lagrangian and the generalized forces
that act on it. We test our method on a simulated, actuated
double pendulum. We show that our method outperforms a
naive, black-box model in terms of data-efficiency, as well
as performance in model-based reinforcement learning. We
also conduct a systematic study of our method’s ability to
incorporate available prior knowledge about the system to
improve data efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
When engineering a controller for a robotic domain, we
often rely on accurate models of the system we aim to
control [1], [2]. One faces the perennial question of whether
to seek out domain expertise, or to take a data-driven, black-
box approach to constructing such a model. The former
approach would make assumptions about the system, such
as its kinematic structure, inertia properties, and assumptions
regarding the forces acting on the system, leaving only a
few parameters for data-driven calibration [3], [4]. The latter
approach [5], [6], [7], on the other hand, would treat the
system’s equations of motion as any other function that
the tools of machine learning are capable of fitting. That
is, this approach would reduce the problem of learning the
system dynamics to that of optimizing the parameters of an
expressive function class, such as a neural network, in order
to minimize some form of a prediction loss.
Both of the aforementioned approaches have limitations,
summarized in Figure 1. The assumptions made by the do-
main expert may not capture hard-to-model effects, leading
to inaccuracies via model bias. On the other hand, while
the black-box approach of training an overparameterized
function class may be capable of capturing the phenomena
present in the training data, it often requires infeasibly large
amounts of training data to achieve generalization, due to
model variance.
Ideally, we would want to take a gray-box approach that
models the parts of the system for which we believe that
models are accurate, while capturing the difficult-to-model
system dynamics by training a highly expressive function
class such as a neural network from data. However, typical
approaches to fitting system dynamics with neural networks
do not allow us to easily incorporate prior knowledge.
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Fig. 1: The bias-variance tradeoff as a function of model
expressiveness.
Although there have been proposals to learn offset functions
that correct for model bias, they are still restricted to specific
use cases [8], [9].
In this work, we propose a structured approach to gray-
box modeling of mechanical systems. Instead of treating the
equations of motion governing the system as an arbitrary
functional mapping, we make the single assumption that the
system conforms to Lagrangian dynamics. Consequently, we
propose to learn the Lagrangian of the system, as well as a
structured representation of the forces that act on the system.
By doing so, we can parameterize the space of all mechanical
systems in a structured and modular manner. From these two
functions, we can evaluate the accelerations acting on the
system by using the Euler-Lagrange equation.
The method we present has the flexibility to incorporate as
much prior knowledge as in a white-box approach, and, in the
event of having no prior knowledge whatsoever, the method
remains as expressive as a black-box approach. However, we
will show that even in this scenario, our method achieves
lower model variance than naive approaches to black-box
modeling owing to the constraints of physical compliance.
By modularizing the hypothesis class into functions that
represent the system’s Lagrangian and functions that repre-
sent the forces acting on it, we gain the principal benefit
of being able to incorporate prior knowledge where it is
available. For example, say we only know a priori that the
system is control affine (i.e., there exists a linear mapping
between actuator inputs and the torques applied to the
system) and that no forces other than gravity act on the
system. In such a situation, we can use an expressive function
class to model the system’s Lagrangian, while using a much
more restricted function class to model the control-affine
torques, thereby reducing model variance.
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This paper is organized as follows: Section II, overviews
related approaches to modeling the dynamics of mechani-
cal systems. Section III, describes the foundations of La-
grangian dynamics, the theoretical background to gradient-
based model fitting, as well as approaches to model-based
control and reinforcement learning. Next, Section IV, de-
scribes our modular parameterization of mechanical system
dynamics, as well as our methodology for fitting such
models to data. Finally, Section V, uses an actuated double-
pendulum as a test-bed to demonstrate that our method can
seamlessly incorporate prior knowledge in a flexible and
expressive hypothesis class. Additionally, we demonstrate
that using our approach over naive approaches to black-
box modeling leads to improved model-based reinforcement
learning. Source code demonstrating our work can be found
at https://github.com/sisl/mechamodlearn.
II. RELATED WORK
System identification has been a field of much interest
to the robotics and controls community for decades. More
recently, the techniques of inverse kinematics and feedback
linearization have been used to actuate robots to track desired
motion trajectories. Such approaches, like many other model-
based controllers, rely on high-gain Proportional-Derivative
controllers to compensate for inaccurate dynamics models,
leading to non-compliant and potentially dangerous behav-
ior [8]. Additionally, model-learning is of interest to the rein-
forcement learning community because of its data-efficiency
compared to model-free methods [10] and potential for
transfer during continual learning [11], [12]. Hence, learning
dynamics models using data, or simply fine-tuning models
crafted from prior knowledge, has been approached in several
ways.
White-box approaches to system identification attempt
to simply calibrate the kinematic and inertial properties
of an otherwise analytically specified dynamics model [3].
Typically starting with an analytic model or the topology of
the system, the system dynamics can be cast as follows:
H(q, q˙, q¨) · θ = τ(q, q˙, u) (1)
Here, q, q˙, and q¨ are the generalized coordinates, velocities,
and accelerations of the system, u are the actuator inputs,
and τ is the resulting generalized torque applied to the
system. The functions H(q, q˙, q¨) and τ(q, q˙, u) are given
by the analytic model of the system, which are related by
the learnable kinematic and inertial parameters θ. These
parameters may be learned from data using least-squares
regression.
The problem with white-box approaches is that analytic
specifications of many poorly understood phenomena affect-
ing the dynamics are not always accurate, such as interactions
involving contact, fluids, friction, or wear-and-tear of robotic
joints. Simplified analytic models of such phenomena are
likely to introduce model bias, in that no set of parameters
can be selected for the model that would accurately represent
the phenomenon.
At the other end of the spectrum, black-box approaches
to system dynamics typically use highly expressive function
classes to capture the full range of phenomena in the data [5],
[6], [7]. A neural network is commonly chosen to express the
function class, taking as inputs q, q˙ and u, and outputting the
predicted acceleration, q¨, as depicted in Figure 1. However,
highly expressive function classes such as neural networks
are typically overparameterized. This means that, given a
finite amount of data, many choices of parameters could
perfectly fit the data. As a consequence, had the data used in
training been slightly different, one would expect the predic-
tions in poorly sampled parts of the input space to change
dramatically. This phenomenon is typically referred to as
overfitting, leading to prediction error due to model variance.
Model variance is remedied by supplying large amounts of
training data, though this is typically impractical in real-
world robotic scenarios. There are black-box approaches that
fit limited data using Gaussian processes [13], though such
approaches do not scale well with dataset size or state-space
dimensionality.
As summarized in Figure 1, the white-box approach of
relying solely on models leads to model bias, while taking the
black-box approach of relying on a highly expressive func-
tion class to learn dynamics leads to model variance. There
have been attempts to take gray-box approaches to combining
prior knowledge with the expressive function class such as a
neural network, or the data-efficiency of Gaussian Processes,
attempting to make the ideal compromise between bias and
variance. One such approach is to take a gradient-based
approach to learning an ‘offset function’ that captures the
discrepancy between the white-box dynamics model and the
true dynamics [8]. By using a black-box model such as
a neural network to represent the offset function, they are
able to capture the effects of phenomena not accounted for
in the analytic model. Another approach learns the offset
function using data-efficient Gaussian Process regression [9].
The approach we present can be considered a generalization
of these approaches. In our approach, this offset function is
one of many modules available to the practitioner to plug in
to the learned dynamics model in lieu of an analytic represen-
tation obtained from prior knowledge. Furthermore, while the
aforementioned approaches [8], [9], focus on allowing black-
box functions to model non-conservative forces, we show
how we can use neural networks to also model a system’s
Lagrangian, which captures passive dynamics.
Another closely related work developed concurrently and
independently to this work is that of Lutter, et al. [14].
Akin to our work, the authors encode the physical prior of
Lagrangian mechanics into the model architecture. However,
there are key distinctions between the approaches that allow
our work to serve a greater scope than that presented by
Lutter, et al. [14]. Firstly, they propose to directly model
the conservative forces acting on the system by using a
neural network. In contrast, we choose to model the system’s
potential energy and derive the conservative forces from
it, thereby guaranteeing that the forces are conservative.
Further, by explicitly modeling the potential energy, we are
able to use variational integrators that are appropriate for
contact-rich simulation. Secondly, Lutter, et al. [14] make
the limiting assumption that all generalized torques are
directly measurable (which requires precise knowledge of
the control input Jacobian) as opposed to learned functions
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of the system’s state and input. We instead explicitly model
generalized forces in a manner flexible enough to encode
prior knowledge regarding their structure, but general enough
to capture complex phenomena such as dissipative friction.
These key distinctions make our methodologymore generally
applicable to a wider range of robotic settings.
Finally, there exists an approach for explicitly learning
the topology of a mechanical manipulator [15]. The work
ignores generalized forces, assuming that the generalized
forces applied to the system are directly measurable. Further-
more, it requires learning in a higher-dimensional maximal
coordinate space, while our approach directly learns on a
lower dimensional constraint manifold by using minimal
coordinates.
III. BACKGROUND
Our work draws inspiration from a variety of fields includ-
ing classical mechanics, system identification, model-based
control, and modern machine learning techniques such as
deep learning:
A. Lagrangian Dynamics
The purpose of modeling a dynamic system is to be able
to predict how the state of the system evolves over time.
Formally, the state of a system is described using generalized
coordinates q ∈ RN and velocities q˙ ∈ RN , where N is
the number of coordinates. For any mechanical system, the
kinetic energy can be written as:
T (q, q˙) =
1
2
q˙TM(q)q˙ (2)
whereM(q) is positive definite and called the mass matrix of
the system. Furthermore, the potential energy of the system
can be defined as a scalar function V (q). Together, these
energies specify the Lagrangian of a rigid body system as:
L(q, q˙) = T (q, q˙)− V (q) (3)
With knowledge of a system’s Lagrangian, the dynamics
of the system are specified by the Euler-Lagrange (EL)
equation:
d
dt
(
∂L
∂q˙
)
−
∂L
∂q
= F (q, q˙, u) (4)
where F (q, q˙, u) represents the generalized forces that act
on the system, and u ∈ RM are the actuator inputs. In the
case of a control-affine system, for example, we would set
F (q, q˙, u) = B(q) · u, where B(q) ∈ RN×M . While the EL
equation implicitly specifies the system’s continuous time
dynamics, the explicit form of the dynamics can be found
by combining Equations (3) and (4). By applying the chain-
rule, we get what is commonly referred to as the manipulator
equation [16]:
M(q)q¨ +C(q, q˙)q˙ +G(q) = F (q, q˙, u) (5)
Here, G(q) = −∇qV (q) are the conservative forces that act
on the system, and
Cij(q, q˙) =
1
2
N∑
k=1
(
∂Mij
∂qk
+
∂Mik
∂qj
−
∂Mjk
∂qi
)
q˙k (6)
is the Coriolis matrix of the system [16]. Hence, if we have
a function predicting the mass matrix M(q), the potential
V (q), and the forces F (q, q˙, u) that act on the system, we
have fully specified the continuous time dynamics of the
system.1
B. Prediction
Suppose we are given M(q), V (q), and F (q, q˙, u), as
well as initial conditions qt, q˙t and actuator input ut, and
want to predict qt′ , q˙t′ for some t
′ = t + ∆t. To make this
prediction, we need to simulate the model forward in time,
which requires integrating Equation (5). We first form an
explicit equation for the generalized acceleration:
q¨ = M−1(q) [F (q, q˙, u)−C(q, q˙)q˙ −G(q)] (7)
Next, we define the generalized state at time t as xt = [qt, q˙t].
We then find xt′ using the Runge-Kutta fourth order (RK4)
integration scheme [17]. The details of how we implement
RK4 can be found in Appendix II.2
Though RK4 is considered the standard approach to fixed
time-step explicit integration, there are other integration
schemes. For example, if we have access to the Lagrangian
of a system, we can use an implicit integration scheme
called variational integration, which better handles non-
smooth dynamics [18]. Although we do not consider non-
smooth dynamics in this work, access to these techniques
is a principal benefit of explicitly modeling a system’s
Lagrangian.
C. System Identification
In classical system identification, Equation (5) is typically
re-written in the linear least squares form as in Equation (1):
min
θ
1
N
N∑
i=1
‖Hiθ − τi‖
2
(8)
For smaller datasets, this can be solved to global optimality
in closed form. For larger datasets, we can take a gradient-
based approach to minimize the same loss in Equation (8).
Alternatively, if parameters cannot be factored into the lin-
ear representation shown in Equation (8), then it is common
to minimize error in generalized accelerations predicted by
the model [8], [19] parameterized by θ:
min
θ
1
N
N∑
i=1
‖q¨i − ˆ¨qi(θ)‖
2
(9)
where ˆ¨q is found according to Equation (7). Here, θ can
correspond to the parameters of some function approximator
such as a neural network.
D. Model-Based Control
Given a model specifying a system’s dynamics, many
techniques from control theory can force a system to follow
a specified trajectory, or to track some set point [20]. Since
we limit the scope of experiments in this work to smooth
dynamical systems, we use Direct Collocation Trajectory
1See Appendix I2 for a more efficient method for computing C(q, q˙)q˙.
2See http://rejuvyesh.com/publications/mechamodlearn.pdf
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Optimization (DIRCOL) [21] in order to generate a ‘nominal
trajectory’ (x¯1:tH , u¯1:tH ) that:
1) Transports the system from some initial condition to
some desired set point,
2) Is dynamically feasible according to the model, and
3) Minimizes some cost function defined over the trajec-
tory, which is typically quadratic in the control effort
and tracking error.
To track the nominal trajectory in real-time, we use a
Time-Varying Linear Quadratic Regulator (TVLQR) [22].
Here, the system dynamics are linearized along the nominal
trajectory from DIRCOL, and feedback gains Kt are found
using dynamic programming to minimize a quadratic cost
function. The actuator input to the system at some time t is:
ut = pi(xt) = u¯t −Kt(xt − x¯t) (10)
where pi : RN → RM is referred to as the synthesized policy.
E. Model-Based Reinforcement Learning
Assume we have a finite-horizon Markov decision process
M = {X ,U , T , R,H}, where X is the state-space, U is the
action-space, T : X × U → X is the system dynamics-
model, R : X × U → R is the reward function, and H is
the horizon-length. In our context, X ∈ R2N is the space
of all generalized coordinates and velocities, and U ∈ RM
is the space of all actuator inputs. Additionally, we assume
that while T (x, u) is not known a priori, the reward function
R(x, u) is known.
As discussed in Section III-D, if T (x, u) were known, we
could use DIRCOL to synthesize a trajectory that optimally
solves our task, and a policy pi : X → U that tracks this
trajectory using TVLQR. If T (x, u) is not known, it can
be learned from data observed while interacting with the
environment.
Figure 2 shows the architecture for model-based reinforce-
ment learning used in this work. Polydoros et al.provide a
survey of a variety of other approaches [23]. Initially, an
episode of training data is generated by randomly actuating
the system and observing its state-transitions. A model,
Tˆ (x, u) is learned from the dataset. The model is then passed
through DIRCOL and TVLQR to generate a policy pi(x) that,
if the model were accurate, would solve the task. Naturally,
the model being imperfect, this would not solve the task, but
visit novel states.
By repeating this process, novel data is added to the
dataset, allowing the learned model to approach the true
model in accuracy. Once its prediction accuracy is close
enough to the true model, the synthesized policy pi(x) will
be able to solve the task on the real system. However, it is
possible for this approach to fail due to a lack of exploration.
That is, if we attempt to greedily solve the task with our
model at every episode, the policies being followed may
never visit states that are required in the dataset in order
to learn a sufficiently accurate model.
A simple approach to exploration in this setup is to add
exploration noise that adds variance to the policies generated
by DIRCOL+TVLQR. Here, we add random perturbations
to the nominal trajectory synthesized by DIRCOL before
passing it to TVLQR. By doing so, the system is encouraged
Tˆ (x, u)
(x1:tH , u1:tH )0
DIRCOL TVLQR
Dataset System
(x¯1:tH , u¯1:tH )
pit
(x1:tH , u1:tH )t
Fig. 2: Framework for Model-Based Reinforcement Learning
L11
L21 L22
Ln1 Ln2 Lnn
0
00
q
Łθ(q)
Fig. 3: A neural network parameterization for the Cholesky
factor of the model’s inertia matrix.
to visit states in the neighborhood of what is otherwise
believed to be an optimal trajectory.
IV. METHODOLOGY
In its most general form, we model a physical system by
modeling:
1) Its Lagrangian, and
2) The generalized forces that act on it.
We first present a methodology for modeling the positive-
definite mass-matrix Mθ(q) using a neural network with
parameters contained in θ. As shown in Figure 3, we predict
Mθ(q) ≻ 0 by predicting the
N2+N
2 elements of its Cholesky
factor, which is a lower-triangular matrix Łθ(q), as is done
by [14], [24].3 Here, the neural network first outputs a vector,
of which the first N elements are used as the diagonal of
Łθ(q), and the remaining
N2−N
2 are used for the off-diagonal
elements of the lower half of the matrix. We additionally add
a constant offset to the diagonals of Łθ(q) so that Mθ(q)
is diagonally dominant and easily invertible given random
initializations of θ. We then predict:
Mθ(q) = Łθ(q)Ł
⊤
θ (q) (11)
Additionally, we predict the potential energy, Vθ(q), using a
neural network that maps q ∈ RN → R, and in the most
general case, the generalized forces as a function Fθ(q, q˙, u)
that maps R2N+M → RN . Since we are required to take
gradients of Mθ(q) as well as Vθ(q), with restpect to q, in
order to compute the system’s acceleration, and occasionally
Hessians of the Lagrangian in order to measure properties
of the model such as local generalized stiffness, we require
the non-linearities in the neural network to be at least twice-
differentiable. In this work, we use the hyperbolic tangent
function (tanh) as the non-linearity.
3One can optionally enforce that the diagonal elements of Łθ(q) are
positive in order to make the matrix the unique Cholesky factor of Mθ(q),
though we have empirically found this to be unnecessary and only makes
model parameters’ optimization more difficult.
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We have thus far presented the parameterization for the
most generic form of a mechanical system. If any prior
knowledge is available to a practitioner, they may substitute
Mθ(q), Vθ(q), or Fθ(q, q˙, u) with a more restricted function
class than a neural network, so long as as Mθ(q) and
Vθ(q) remain twice-differentiable. For example, one may
wish to model the system as control-affine with viscous joint-
damping. This can be achieved by substituting:
Fθ(q, q˙, u) = Bθ(q) · u+ ηθ(q) ◦ q˙ (12)
Here, Bθ(q) ∈ RN×M and ηθ(q) ∈ RN . Though this
parameterization is still fairly expressive, it is possible that
there are phenomena in the data that it is unable to accurately
model.
If Mθ(q), V (q) and F (q, q˙, u) are all substituted with
analytic models derived from prior knowledge, then this
model reduces to a white-box model. On the other hand,
if left in its most general form, then the model is still as
expressive as a black-box model. This is because Mθ(q) is
capable of expressing a function always equal to the identity
matrix, and V (q) is capable of expressing a function always
equal to zero. If this were the case, then it can easily be
seen from Equation (7) that Fθ(q, q˙, u) reduces to the black-
box neural network model show in Figure 1. However, we
will show empirically that despite having such expressive
power, we still gain a reduction in model variance over a
naive black-box model.
A. Parameter Optimization
Having described the parameterization for a model of
an arbitrary mechanical system, we now describe how we
optimize these parameters to learn a model of a system from
data. Given some dataset of a system’s state-transitions:
D = {qk, q˙k, uk, q
′
k, q˙
′
k | k ∈ {1, . . .N}} (13)
We optimize the parameters θ by minimizing the prediction
loss:
L(θ) =
1
N
N∑
k=1
‖q′k − qˆ
′
k(θ)‖
2
+ λ‖q˙′k − ˆ˙q
′
k(θ)‖
2
(14)
where qˆ′k,
ˆ˙q′k are predicted using RK4 applied to the model
dynamics with inputs qk, q˙k, uk and parameters θ. We then
minimize this loss using gradient descent methods such as
Adam [25]. We use the loss presented in Equation (14) as
opposed to that presented in Equation (9) for two reasons.
Firstly, accelerations q¨k are often not directly measured,
and rather estimated by finite-difference approximation in
practice, which amplifies high-frequency noise present in the
data samples. By opting for the loss we presented, we do not
need to estimate q¨ as the regression target. Secondly, we have
observed that minimizing prediction error is a better metric
to optimize a model against than aligning accelerations
predicted by the model with those estimated in the data. The
down-side of our approach, however, is that differentiating
through RK4 in order to compute parameter gradients is a
constant-factor more expensive than computing gradients for
the loss presented in Equation (9).
V. EXPERIMENTS
In our experiments, we aim to justify the following prop-
erties of our method:
• Ability to learn the dynamics of a complex mechanical
system from data,
• Seamless incorporation of prior knowledge to reduce
model variance,
• Better data-efficiency for model learning than a naive,
black-box approach even in the absence of prior knowl-
edge, and,
• More data-efficient model-based reinforcement learn-
ing.
We do so by performing three experiments. In the first, we
vary the amount of prior knowledge used when modeling the
system and analyze the effect on data required for the learned
model to generalize accurately, i.e. analyze the reduction
on model variance gained by using prior knowledge. In
the second experiment, we compare the ability of a naive
approach with our structured black-box approach to make
accurate long-horizon predictions. In the third experiment,
we perform model-based reinforcement-learning and com-
pare our method with the use of naive-black box model to
parameterize the modeled dynamics.
A. Experimental Domain
We first focus on the fully actuated double pendulum
(shown in Figure 4) as our system of interest, which has
highly non-linear dynamics that are chaotic when unforced.
As shown in the figure, the system is specified by the masses
m1 andm2 and lengths l1 and l2 of the rods, the gravitational
acceleration g, and coefficients that specify the joint torques
τ1 and τ2, which will be introduced shortly. The system has
two generalized coordinates, q1 ∈ [−pi, pi) and q2 ∈ [−pi, pi),
which correspond to the relative deflection of each rod in
radians, as well as control inputs u1 and u2. The dynamics
of the system are computed by specifying the mass-matrix,
Msys(q), the potential energy, Vsys(q), and the generalized
coordinates. The specifications for Msys(q) and Vsys(q) can
be found in Appendix III. The generalized forces acting on
the system are composed of a control torque, as well as
viscous joint-damping:
Fsys(q, q˙, u) =
[
τ1
τ2
]
=
[
b1 0
0 b2
] [
u1
u2
]
+
[
η1
η2
]
◦
[
q˙1
q˙2
]
(15)
Here, b1 and b2 are the coefficients of the control-matrix
Bsys(q), and ηsys specify the linear joint-damping coeffi-
cients. Hence, the nine white-box free parameters θwb of
this model are:
θwb = [m1,m2, l1, l2, g, b1, b2, η1, η2] (16)
B. Data-efficiency and Prior Knowledge
In this experiment, we aim to justify the claim that prior
knowledge in the form of analytic specifications for M(q),
V (q), B(q), or η can be easily incorporated into the model
parameterization and thereby improve the data-efficiency of
learning. We compare with a naive black-box approach in
which q¨ = NN(q, q˙, u; θ), where NN(·; θ) : R2N+M →
R
N is a feedforward neural network.
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Fig. 4: The actuated double pendulum system.
The model in which Mθ(q), Vθ(q), Fθ(q, q˙, u) are all
represented by neural networks in the manner introduced
in Section IV is as expressive as the naive model. Here,
no prior knowledge is encoded aside from the assump-
tion that the system conforms to Lagrangian dynamics.
In addition to comparing these two models, we compare
models where some components are represented by neural
networks, corresponding to a lack of prior knowledge, while
others are represented by the same analytic functions as
that of the true system, except that the parameters of those
functions are learned from data. Table I lists the models
compared. Components with the subscript θ are represented
in neural networks, and those with the subscript wb are
ones represented by analytic functions. Specifically, the
trainable parameters in Mwb(q), Vwb(q),Bwb and ηwb are
{mˆ1, mˆ2, lˆ1, lˆ2}, {mˆ1, mˆ2, lˆ1, lˆ2, gˆ}, {bˆ1, bˆ2}, and {ηˆ1, ηˆ2},
respectively.
Since the white-box parameterization, referred to as ‘W-
B’, is exactly that of the true system, we would expect it
to be able to perfectly represent the dynamics of the true
system with only a handful of data points. On the other hand,
since the naive approach incorporates no prior knowledge
whatsoever, we would expect it to require the largest amount
of training data to avoid model variance and accurately
generalize learned dynamics to unseen states. Additionally,
we would expect all other compared modules to require less
data the more prior knowledge they incorporate.
To test this hypothesis, we sample a dataset
{q, q˙, u, q′, q˙′} ∈ Dtrain and {q, q˙, u, q
′, q˙′} ∈ Dval
where q ∼ U(−pi, pi) [rad], q˙ ∼ U(−10, 10) [rad s−1],
u ∼ N (0, 1202), and (q′, q˙′) are found by passing the
system dynamics and the sampled state and input through
RK4 with a time-step of ∆t = 0.01 s.
We first estimate the amount of training data, i.e. |Dtrain|,
needed in order for the naive model to make accurate pre-
dictions on Dval. In order to do so, we begin with |Dtrain| =
8, doubling |Dtrain| until we find the loss on Dtrain after
training to completion is similar to the loss on Dval, implying
that the naive model is generalizing well. This procedure
gives a range, {|Dtrain|min, |Dtrain|max} = {212, 213}, which
contains the minimum |Dtrain| required for the naive model
to generalize. When given a training dataset of 213 samples,
the naive model achieves a validation loss according to
Equation (14) of 10−2.5.
Starting with |Dtrain| = 8, we then train each of the models
in Table I, checking if a training dataset of that size is
sufficient for the model to achieve a validation loss of 10−2.5.
If it is not, we double the dataset size and repeat the process.
This procedure ultimately gives us a range, for each
Name M prm V prm F prm
MVF Mθ(q) Vθ(q) Fθ(q, q˙, u)
MVB Mθ(q) Vθ(q) Bθ(q)u + ηwb ◦ q˙
MV Mθ(q) Vθ(q) Bwbu+ ηwb ◦ q˙
VB Mwb(q) Vθ(q) Bθ(q)u + ηwb ◦ q˙
MB Mθ(q) Vwb(q) Bθ(q)u + ηwb ◦ q˙
M Mθ(q) Vwb(q) Bwbu+ ηwb ◦ q˙
V Mwb(q) Vθ(q) Bwbu+ ηwb ◦ q˙
B Mwb(q) Vwb(q) Bθ(q)u + ηwb ◦ q˙
F Mwb(q) Vwb(q) Fθ(q, q˙, u)
W-B Mwb(q) Vwb(q) Bwbu+ ηwb ◦ q˙
TABLE I: Various models incorporating varying degrees of
prior knowledge. ‘prm’ is used as shorthand for ‘parameter-
ization’.
model, specifying the minimum amount of data required in
order for that model to achieve the stated validation loss.
Figure 5 shows the range found for each model in Table I.
The experiment was run for 5 different seeds that vary the
initializations of trainable parameters, as well as the samples
making up the train and validation sets. We find the results
to be consistent across seeds.
Examining Figure 5 from left to right, we see that as
we reduce the number of components parameterized with
prior knowledge, the amount of data required for the model
to generalize well, i.e. for the model to avoid suffering
from model variance, increases. We note that the white-box
parameterization, which has 9 trainable parameters, takes
between 8 and 16 data points to train, matching expectations.
Further, we note that the MVF parameterization, which incor-
porates no prior knowledge except that the system conforms
to Lagrangian dynamics, requires on the order of half as
much data to generalize as well as the naive approach does.
The B parameterization requires on the order of 16 times
less data to generalize compared to the F parameterization.
This is not particularly surprising as the fully generally
parameterization of the forcing function used in F is far more
expressive than the control-affine parameterization used in B.
We also observe that having no prior knowledge regarding
the potential energy, i.e. letting V (q) be represented by a
neural network, increases the data required to generalize,
suggesting that one may want to consider less expressive
models for it.
In summary, this experiment shows that the methodology
we present allows us to learn dynamics of a complex me-
chanical system from data, and seamlessly incorporate avail-
able prior knowledge by substituting neural network param-
eterizations for the various components with less expressive
parameterizations. Additionally, we show that even in the
absence of prior knowledge, i.e. the MVF parameterization,
using our approach enables us to generalize effectively from
less data than a naive black-box approach.
C. Multi-Step Prediction on the Double Pendulum
In this experiment, we compare the ability of the Naive
and MVF models to perform multi-step predictions on the
double-pendulum domain. Both models are trained on the
same dataset of 4,096 samples. Figure 6 shows that the MVF
model is able to accurately replicate the behavior of the true
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Fig. 6: MVF (orange) vs Naive (green) 5s predictions with
the same initial conditions and inputs as the true trajectory
(blue).
system for the entirety of the 5 second simulation, while
the naive model quickly diverges from ground truth. This
result is consistent with the conclusion that the MVF model
more accurately learns the system’s dynamics from limited
data when compared to the naive model. Experiments thus
far have trained the models on i.i.d data sampled from an a
priori specified distribution over the input-space. In the next
experiment, we demonstrate the ability to efficiently learn
dynamics in a reinforcement learning setting, in which data
is presented in the form of trajectories sampled from the
system, and thereby not i.i.d.
D. Model-based reinforcement learning
In this experiment, we compare the naive model with the
MVF and MVB models from Table I in their abilities to
learn the dynamics of the actuated double pendulum for
the purpose of solving a swing up task. The task is to
actuate the system in a manner that brings it to an state
that is upright and stationary, i.e. (q1, q2) = (pi, 0.0) [rad]
and (q˙1, q˙2) = (0.0, 0.0) [rad s
−1], in 2.06 seconds, and
then remain stable in this configuration for an additional 0.5
seconds. In order to do so, the model must learn from the
available data well enough to accurately generalize predicted
dynamics to the relevant parts of the state space. If the
model is inaccurate, we expect DIRCOL to produce nominal
trajectories that are less dynamically feasible, and TVLQR
to produce less accurate linearizations of the dynamics about
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Fig. 7: Model-based reinforcement learning performance of
various model parameterizations. Here, performance is the
mean Euclidean distance between the end-effector and the
target over the trajectory, where a lower score is better.
those trajectories. These two effects will consequently cause
the algorithm to require many more interactions with the
environment in order to solve the task, when using that model
to plan a trajectory. Hence, we expect to see that the naive
model requires the largest number of interactions to solve
the task, followed by MVF, and then MVB.
We follow the procedure for model-based reinforcement
learning described in Section III-E. All trajectories start
from the downward equilibrium (q1, q2) = (0.0, 0.0) and
(q˙1, q˙2) = (0.0, 0.0). We provide all models the same initial
trajectory found by randomly actuating the system with
actions ut ∼ N (0, 1202). All trajectories are simulated with
∆t = 0.1 s, and where the action ut applied is clipped to
have a maximum absolute value of 120. We then train all
models on this dataset for 5000 epochs, using the Adam
optimizer with learning rate of 3 × 10−4. Every time new
data is added to a model’s dataset, the model is trained for
an additional 1000 epochs.
Next, we perform trajectory optimization using the trained
models to get nominal trajectories and a TVLQR tracking
controller to synthesize a policy for each model. However,
in order to encourage exploration, we add noise sampled
from N (0, 0.252) to the nominal trajectories independently
to each q1,t, q2,t, q˙1,t, q˙2,t and ut. Each model’s policy is
then rolled out on the system, and the trajectory generated is
added to each model’s dataset. This process is repeated until
the trajectories followed by using a given model are reliably
solving the task. We repeat this test using three different
random seeds.
We measure the performance of the system by measuring
the mean Euclidean distance between the end effector and
its desired set-point (vertical and stable), over the trajectory.
A well-performing model will have a low score using this
metric. When evaluating performance, we do not add noise
to the nominal trajectories.
Figure 7 shows the results of this experiment. As we can
see, the results match our expectations: the MVB parame-
terization, which incorporates some prior knowledge about
the structure of the generalized forces, solves the task with
the fewest number of interactions with the environment.
Additionally, the MVF parameterization, which incorporates
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no prior knowledge, takes more interactions to solve the task,
but does so eventually. The naive black-box parameterization
does not succeed in solving the task in the allowed time-
frame. Observing the nominal trajectories and the policies’
abilities to follow the trajectories on the real system, we see
the behavior we expect for MVF and MVB.4 The nominal
trajectories eventually start looking more realistic, and the
policies start doing a better job of following them. However,
when using the naive parameterization, DIRCOL appears to
be unable to find a solution that transports the system to
the desired goal state. Consequently, the trajectories added
to the dataset never explore the relevant parts of state-space,
resulting in a model that is never able to generalize well
enough to solve the task.
Seeing that even the MVF model, which incorporates no
prior knowledge, is able to solve the task in a reasonable
amount of time, as well as the fact that prior knowledge
improves sample efficiency, validates the hypothesis that
using the method we presented enables more efficient model-
based reinforcement learning than if a naive black-box pa-
rameterization of the dynamics were used.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we presented a method for parameterizing an
arbitrary mechanical system using neural networks, as well
as a method for training such models from data. Unlike naive
black-box approaches that predict accelerations directly, we
use neural networks to parameterize the Lagrangian of a sys-
tem and the generalized forces that act on it. We showed that
such a modular parameterization is flexible enough to allow
us to seamlessly incorporate prior knowledge where it is
available, allowing a practitioner to precisely balance model
bias and variance. We showed on a simulated actuated double
pendulum that, even in the absence of prior knowledge, our
method learns the dynamics of complex mechanical systems
more efficiently than a naive, black-box approach.
There are many interesting applications of this work that
we intend to explore in the near future. Firstly, by explicitly
modeling the system’s Lagrangian, we have the ability to
use variational integrators to accurately simulate non-smooth
dynamics. By interfacing optimal control strategies with
such simulators, we can perform model-based reinforcement
learning in contact-rich environments. Secondly, by param-
eterizing the space of mechanical systems, we can take
scalable probabilistic approaches to system-identification.
This allows us to explore possibilities for robust control and
safe, efficient model-based reinforcement learning. Lastly,
a limitation of our current framework is that it is more
computationally expensive to make predictions with our
model than with a black or white-box model. We intend
to explore optimizations of our method that can close this
performance gap.
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APPENDIX I
EFFICIENTLY COMPUTING CORIOLIS FORCES
In this section, we describe a method for computing C(q, q˙)q˙ in O(N2). We begin by restating Equation (6):
Cij(q, q˙) =
1
2
N∑
k=1
(
∂Mij
∂qk
+
∂Mik
∂qj
−
∂Mkj
∂qi
)
q˙k (17)
We can find the the ith element of C(q, q˙)q˙ as follows:
{C(q, q˙)q˙}i =
N∑
j=1
(
1
2
N∑
k=1
(
∂Mij
∂qk
+
∂Mik
∂qj
−
∂Mkj
∂qi
)
q˙k
)
q˙j
=
1
2
N∑
j=1
N∑
k=1
∂Mij
∂qk
q˙k q˙j
︸ ︷︷ ︸
S1
+
1
2
N∑
j=1
N∑
k=1
∂Mik
∂qj
q˙k q˙j
︸ ︷︷ ︸
S2
−
1
2
N∑
j=1
N∑
k=1
∂Mkj
∂qi
q˙k q˙j
(18)
Note the symmetry between S1 and S2. Combining and moving gradients outside the summation, we get:
{C(q, q˙)q˙}i =
N∑
j=1
∂
∂qj
N∑
k=1
Mik q˙k q˙j −
∂
∂qi
N∑
j=1
N∑
k=1
1
2
Mkj q˙k q˙j (19)
Which can be concisely written as:
C(q, q˙)q˙ = ∇q (M(q)q˙) q˙ −∇q
(
1
2
q˙⊤M(q)q˙
)
(20)
The most expensive operation is the computation of the Jacobian matrix ∇q(M(q)q˙), which is computed in O(N2).
APPENDIX II
PREDICTION WITH RK4
Given a the system’s generalized coordinates qt and generalized velocity q˙t at some time t, we wish to predict qt′ and q˙t′
at some time t′ = t+∆t. First, we define xt = [qt, q˙t]
⊤, and consequently, x˙t = [q˙t, q¨t]
⊤. Here, q¨t is computed according
to Equation (7). To integrate a function g(x, u), RK4 is a standard integration scheme:
k1 = ∆t · g(xt, ut)
k2 = ∆t · g(xt + k1/2, ut)
k3 = ∆t · g(xt + k2/2, ut)
k4 = ∆t · g(xt + k3, ut)
xt′ = xt +
1
6
(k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4)
(21)
Here, we let g([q, q˙]⊤, u) = [q˙, q¨(q, q˙, u)]⊤.
APPENDIX III
EXPERIMENTS
Here we specify the double pendulum dynamics in our experiments, as well as parametrizations of the naive black-box
model and structured black box models used in our experiments.
A. Double Pendulum
The mass matrix Msys(q) and potential energy Vsys(q) of the double pendulum are analytically specified below.
Msys(q) =
[
I11 I12
I12 I2
]
(22)
where
I1 =
1
3
m1l
2
1 (23)
I2 =
1
3
m2l
2
2 (24)
I11 = I1 + I2 +m2l1
2 +m2l1l2 cos q2 (25)
I12 = I2 +
1
2
m2l1l2 cos q2 (26)
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Vsys(q) = −
1
2
m1gl1 cos q1 −m2g
(
l1 cos q1 +
l2
2
cos(q1 + q2)
)
(27)
For the experiments, the parameters specified in Table II are used to define the system dynamics.
Parameter Value Unit Parameter Value Unit
m1 10.0 kg b1 1.0 Nm
m2 10.0 kg b2 1.0 Nm
l1 1.0 m η1 -0.5 Nms rad−1
l2 1.0 m η2 -0.5 Nms rad−1
g 10.0 m/s2
TABLE II: Parameters specifying the system dynamics for both experiments.
B. Model Parameterization
The Naive model consists of a multi-layer perceptron with 3 hidden layers of dimension 64. The MVF model consists of
a multi-layer perceptron for M(q), V (q) and F (q, q˙, u) each, with 3 hidden layers of dimension 32. These network sizes
are chosen so that the naive and MVF model have roughly the same number of trainable parameters. All other models listed
in Table I that use neural networks to parameterize components use neural networks with with 3 hidden layers of dimension
32 for those components.
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